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111. 1: Xinkan qu Lienü zhuan, Wenxuan lou congshu, nineteenth century
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The Gushi huapu, a Ming Dynasty Wood-Block Printing ... 

ing foreign reglons. Ali the classics, technical and medical textbooks (the 
Bencao :,fs: .!ji, materia medica editions reprinted many times even by the 
Jurchens and the Mongols, are a particularly famous example) and literary 
and artistic works were skilfully illustrated. 

The oldest illustrated literary work, with a preface dating back to 1063 
(but known to modem scholars only in a facsimile edition from the ninenteenth 
century that provides a copy of an edition published by Qinyou tang jJJ ff 1lt 
in Jianyang ��.Fujian, during the Yuan dynasty, 1280-1368), is the lienlJ 
zhuan 7U "f;r:, {$ [Histories of women], by Liu Xiang j!IJ JtiJ (79-8 B.C). The 
illustrations [ill. l]  which occupy the top half of the page, shangtu xiawen 

J:: lffll "f :$( [illustrations above, text below]4, have traditionally been as

cribed to the painter Gu Kaizhi lfi m � (fourth century A.D.). 

The Meihua xishen pu f'ij tii § 11ft m [Album of the life-like plum blos

soms] by Song Boren * fé C, containing one hundred images and poems 

dedicated to the wild plum flower [ill.2], · also dates back to the Song dy
nasty. This album, printed for the first time in 1238 and then again in 1261, 
is notable for the balanced beauty created through the combination of text 
and image in a limited amount of space that forms the basis of this graphie 
work: by the end of the Song dynasty, the wood-block print had alrèady 
completed its development and become an autonomous art form. 

The evolution of wood-block printing techniques in the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries 

During the second half of the Ming dynasty (1368-1644), Chinese edito
rial production entered another flourishing phase of development through 
the application and perfection of a certain previously existing printing tech
niques that had been applied only sporadically prior to the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries. 

After 1500, both reprints of earlier works and fine illustrated editions in 
black and white multiplied in number, while the production of movable type 

4 The same format was utilized for a series of Quanxiang pinghua wuzhong 1: tH .lJ1. â8 Ji .fi 
[Pive completely illustrated pinghua] engraved in the Zhizhi Reign (1321-1323) by the Yu 
family, and for one of the oldest and most beautiful illustrated editions of The Story of the 
Western Wing, the Xinkan dazi kuiben quanxiang canzeng qimiao zhushi Xixiang ji 

ffi flj je ::j,: t! :;f;; 1: tH 3 .If � ijl iI " i!!i Ili! âc carved in Beijing by the Yue ffi family in 
1498. 
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books underwent a limited development.5 These editions required an amaz
ing technical prowess that can still be admired today in a number of existing 
copies printed in Nanjing, Huizhou ii Jii, Hangzhou and other cities of 
central-eastern China. 

The colour printing technique was utilized primarily by private publish
ers working in Wuxing � Ji!, Huizhou and Nanjing. The Chinese had al
ready begun adding colours by band to the black and white prints as early 
as the tenth century. During the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, colours 
were used to print currency notes and the first polychrome illustrations, but 
this technique was not fully developed until three hundred years later. The 
Shizhu zhai shuhua pu + tt � tf1 il fff [Manual of calligraphy and paint
ing from the Ten Bamboo Studio] printed in Nanjing at the end of the Wanli 
reign (1573-1620), provided a demonstration of the colour-printing tech
nique in all its splendour. Until then, multicoloured prints were made using 
the same block - as in the case of Chengshi moyuan � E'ç !:I 9fi [The ink 
garden of Mr. Cheng] published in Huizhou around 159,t, but Hu Zhengyan 
M iE lùf (seventeenth century) and his collaborators utiliz6d a different block 
for each colour: this taoban � Il& [set of blocks] or touban � .Vj [assembled 
blocks] technique was utilized together with the even more refined gonghua

fA il [embossed design] or gongban fA .t1j [embossed blocks] process for the 
most beautiful editions of ail. 

Lastly, the stitched thread binding format, xian.zhuang � i1ilé, using silk 
or cotton threads, came to replace definitively the previous technique of 
binding based on the use of glued strips of paper. In the lay-out process, 

s Movable type, a Chine se invention of the eleventh century, was first made using earth
enware or wood and subsequently metal. Due to the nature of the Chinese language, which 
requited a great 'number of type characters -more than one for each ideogram- this economi
cally inconvenient technique was never widely applied in China. In addition to the fa'.°�us 
imperial printed works, such as the reprint in 1574 of the Taiping yu/an ;t .lj1. 1W Jt [Ta1pmg 
reign-period imperial encyclopaedia] or the Wuying dianjuzhenban congshu îè\; � -� Il! IJ � � � 
[Imperia! printing office collection printed in movable type] and the GuJln tushu pcheng 

� � li! if � )llt [Completed collections from books of ancien! and modern times) from 
the eighteenth century, numerous movable type publications were printed during the second 
half of the Ming dynasty in Wuxi, where two famous publishing families worked, the Hua îit 
and the An ';t'; see Qian Cunxun î,i :{'j �If. "Lun Mingdai tong huoziba_n -�entî'.'. iifi 1!Jj ft jij � * t/i{ Ill.! /Hi (1969) in Liu Jiabi ,1 * � ed., Zhongguo tushu sh1 z1li

_
ao fl 

i:p Jll l!lil il� jf f...f jl (Hong Kong: Longmen shudian, 1974), pp. 511-526 and �-hang �mmm
� 31§ 1.\\, Zhang Xiumin yinshua shi lunwen ji � 31§ 1.\\ E)J jjjlj � � )t âê (Be1Jmg: Ymshua 
gongye chubanshe, 1988), pp. 236-241. 
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the graphie system defining the printed page's "frame", where the text and 
images were located, was simplified, while at the same time the illustrations 
that had previously occupied only the top half of the page, shangtu xiawen

..t Il "f X, were allowed to fill it entirely. 

Notes on private publishing at the end of the Ming dynasty 

During the Wanli reign, Hangzhou was one of the most important private 
publishing centers.6 Although the factors that triggered the fall of the Ming 
dynasty were already operative,7 commercial and manufacturing activities 
continued to develop and the population continued to grow in the largest 
central-eastern cities of Jiangnan iI ffi, Immigrants from the surrounding 
countryside swelled the numbers of lower-strata urban residents (most be
coming weavers or petty merchants), while "large numbers of specially 
privileged city residents, landlords, gentry, and others also began to live 
within the city's boundaries"8

: not least in importance among these new 
citizens were the rich merchants who came to establish themselves and their 
business in the heart of the cities.9 Traditionally in search of cultural, and 

• The city had already developed ils publishing activity as early as the period of the 
Southern Song dynasty (1 127-1279) when Hangzhou became the capital of the Empire. See 
Soren Edgren, "Southern Song Printing at Hangzhou", Bulletin of the Museum of the Far 
Eastern Antiquities, 61 (1989), 212 p. 

7 The estrangement of the Emperor from the scholars and the growing power of the 
eunuchs, the disinterest in the management of the large land holdings by the gentry [xiangshen 
!Ill !,if!], "a group with status based on success in the examination system " [see Harriet T. 
Zurndorfer, Change and Continuity in Chinese Local History of Hui-chou Prefecture, 800 to 
1800 (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1989), pp. I 16-117), the failure of the "single-whip" tax reform 
fyitiaobian fa - �fit$], which would have simplified the system through the unification of 
the tax collection system and payment in cash as much as possible, were only a few of the evils 
that threatened the Empire's stability. The invasion of the Manchus was only the final factor 
of crisis in an already severely compromised social situation. On the abuse of power by the 
eunuchs, the "single whip" tax system, the gentry, the merchants and the urbanization, see 
Mario Sabattini and Paolo Santangelo, Storia della Cina. Dalle origini alla fondazione della 
repubblica (Roma Bari: Laterza Editori, 1987), pp. 486-487, 516, 520-526; in regard to the 
social and cultural context at the end of the Ming Dynasty, see Paolo Santangelo, li "Peccato" 

in Cina. Bene e male ne/ neoconfucianesimo dalla metà del XIV alla metà del XIX secolo 
(Roma Bari: Laterza Editori, 1991), pp. 10-22. 

8 Susumu Fuma, "Late Ming Urban Reform and the Popular Uprising in Hangzhou", pp. 
49, 55, 79, in Linda Cooke Johnson ed., Cities of Jiangnan in Late Imperia( China (Albany: 
State University of New York Press, 1993), pp. 47-79. 

• On the Xin'an ffi ;të (,4;nhaj) merchants in Hangzhou, see ibid, pp. 73-74.
1-1., .... -.,"'---. 
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m. 2: Songke Meihua xishen pu, facsimile Shanghai, Meishu chubanshe, 1981
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consequently political and economic affirmation10, these merchants devel
oped interests in art and culture to become dealers and consumers, and not 
infrequently producers 11, at the same time. During this period, man y estab
lished or aspiring scholars [wenren >( A.] unemployed or unhappy with the 
central authorities, sought employment in the private sector, and (while out
wardly denying the foct) marketed their intellec:tual and artistic services, 
becoming, in Jonathan Hay's felicitoull deflnition, lltcrati tmtrnprf!nf!urs,1i 

The one hundred year pèriod that came to conclusion with the consoli
dation of power by the Qing dynasty (1644-1911) 13 was an epoch of great 
social mobiÎity and heterogeneous intellectual ferment in which the popu
lous cities of Jiangnan naturally played a key role in the development of 
private publishing. An elite urban public, composed of readers from differ
ent cultural backgrounds in search of the curious and new, contin1ially de-

'° The merchants directed their most talented offspring toward studies and exams, both in 
order to acquire higher social status (merchants were generally considered to belong to the 
lowest class in Chinese society, at least as far as Confucian ethics are concerned) and because 
the holding of public office by even a few members could lead to significant economic and 
political advantages for the entire family. Those families with members with academic degrees 
or po!itical power were in a better position to obtain special concessions and tax reductions. 
During the sixteenth century, the leading families in Huizhou organized themselves to co
ordinate scholarship and commerce together. See H.T. Zurndorfer, 1989, op. cit., pp. 65, 54-
56 and Ho Ping-ti's "The Salt Merchants of Yang-chou: a Study of Commercial Capitalism in 
Eighteenth-Century China", Harvard Journal.of Asiatic Studies, XVII (1954), pp. 165-166. for 
more information about the success achieved in their studies by descendants of the merchant 
families between 1646 and 1802.

11 Li Chu-tsing, James Cahill and Wai-Kam Ho eds., Artists and Patrons. Sorne Social and 
Economie Aspects ofChinese Painting (Lawrence: University of Kansas, 1989), Part III, "Pa
tronage in Other Regions of Chiang-nan" pp. 161-231. See also Ho Ping-ti, 1954, op.cil., pp.
156-161; H.T. Zurndorfer, 1989, op.cil., p. 52.

12 Jonathan Hay, A Painter in Yangzhou, forthcoming.
13 If the change in dynasty is not considered as a fracture of the empire' s political and

institutional structure, the "solidification of late. Ming social, economic and cultural develop
ments" may be rec!)gnized in the rise of the new dynasty; see H.T. Zurndorfer, 1989, op.cil., 
p. 111. As far as private publishing activity in general and illustrated editions in particular are
concerned, no crisis appears to be directly related to the invasion, since publishing output
continued without any significant change during the very first years of the new dynasty. Shortly 
thereafter, however, the publication of the more handsome illustrated editions of theatrical texts 
and novels came to an end, but this important phenomenon - an analysis of which would 
represent a needless digression here- did not directly involve the painting manuals and woodcut 
anthologies. 
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manded new books to read or merely 'purchase and consume
,
i4, from the 

professional publishers, who competed with each other to meet this demand 

with an endless offer of books that were constantly different and new, at 

least outwardly in printed aspect and paging, if not always in content. At 

the same time, the non-professional private editors, amateur bibliophiles and 

patrons of the arts alike ail busied themselves in the preparation of valuable 

editions that were theoretically destined for distribution among friends and 

specialists and not for sale to the public at large. After the first edition, 

however, and precisely due to the particular care and attention received, 

these works were subsequently reprinted numerous times in. either le gal or 

pirated market editions that more or Jess faithfully reflected the originals. 

By the end of the Ming dynasty, illustrated editions of works of ail kinds 

had become more and more common: textbooks, novels, theatrical texts, 

poetry anthologies, painting manuals and collections of prints. This form of 

illustration reached its maximum expression and widest diffusion during a 

period of prosperity in a consumption-oriented image-conscious society. A 

comparison with the boom that occurred in the sale of photographie picture 

books that followed the invention of the camera in the West at the end of 

nineteenth century, while not entirely exact, might give a good idea of the 

extent that this phenomenon had reached in China three centuries before. 15 

In the final decades of the sixteenth century, there were three different 

schools of carving technique, each one characterized by its own graphie 

style: the Jianyang school located in Fujian,16 the Jinling ��(Nanjing) 

" See Craig Clunas's entertaining description of Chinese society at the end of the Ming 
dynnsty as a pre-industrial consumer society with a highly commoditized economy; Craig 
Clunas, Superjluous Thlng.,, Mt1terla/ Culttirt and Social Sta1t1s ln Early Modern China (Cam
bridge: Polit y Prc�s. t 991 ). 

" As far ns Western books ln general and art books in particular are concerned, the repro
duction of illustrations developed fully only when printing techniques based on photography 
permitted images and texts to be printed at the same time; see Germain Bazin, Histoire et 
l'historie de l'art, de Vasari à nos jours (Paris: Albin Michel, 1986), p. 404. 

16 In the Jianyang district in the north of today's Fujian province, Masha )!;fi r-J> and Chonghua 
[Shufang] � it 'Il tj; were two centers of publishing activity that had been active since the days 
of the Song dynasty. Many engravers came and went over the years, among the most important 
of which were members of the YuîXiong ft� and Liu f!J families, which worked there over a 
period of four, five centuries. The popular and widely-distributed Jianyang editions were soon 
criticized for their Iow quality and accused (not always justifiably) both of containing an exces
sive number of mistaken ideograms and of often being pirated, incomplete or unreliable versions. 
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school in Jiangsu 17 and the Hui school [Huipai Ii �] in Anhui further south. 

The last produced prints with increasingly intricate and minute details, where 

figures were diminished in size to give greater expression to the landscapes, 

gardens and interiors. This style of carving arose in Huizhou - a prefecture 

already renowned for its production of ink from the time of the Song dy

nasty, whose techniques of decorative wood carving seem to have made a 
positive contribution to the development of wood-block printing as a whole. 

These skills were subsequently exported beyond the prefecture's borders18 

by their original exponents to the cities in today's Jiangsu, Zhejiang and 
Fujian proviuces. The influence of the Hui school was felt everywhere, even 

in Suzhou and Hangzhou, and for this reason the works printed in these two 

cities, including the Gushi Huapu [Collection of paintings compiled by Mr. 

Gu] to whom the second part of this article is dedicated, may rightfully be 

considered as a product of this school. 19 

The low esteem in which these editions were held is probably the reason for which they were 
excluded from a number of eider collections and why so few copies are available today, at least 
in Western libraries. Sorne of these books contain illustrations, most of which appear in the Upper 
half of the page above the text, in the shangtu xiawen ..t 1iJ r ::z format [ill. l ]. 

17 In the opinion of Zhang Xiumin, there were around fifty ateliers for the printing of 
market editions in operation in Nanjing al the end of the Ming Dynasty, including twelve run 
by members of the Tang family and seven of the Zhou ml family (Zhang Xiumin, "Mingdai 
Nanjing de yinshu" B,!j {t ;w * 89 EfJ �- Wenwu, 1980, 11, p. 81). Zhou Wu J1l.l M, in his 
article on the same subject says that " .... the Iist of renowned ateliers included the Fuchun tang 
i; :§: :i:, the Shide tang t!!: t'/!! :i:, the Wenlin ge ::z .j;t; 1'!11, and the Guangqing tang Ill Jl!t :i:, ail 
owned by the Tang family; the others were the Jizhi tang fti i5 :i: owned by the Chen Jl!I! 
family, the Zhou family's Wanjuan !ou M {!; fi!, and the Wang ff family's Huancui tang 
Ji r,. :i:, the Shizhu zhai + tt � owned by Hu [Zhengyan] ;f;,1J ïE lJf and the Jiezi yuan Jt T [1J 
of the Li� family" (Zhou Wu, "Mingmo Jinling banhua" B,!j * � Ill ff1i §, Meishu, 1985, 2, 
p. 25). Full-page illustrations with large, stiffly positioned human figures and very few back
ground elements were originally used in Nanjing [ill.3]. 

18 Due to the mountainous territory unsuited for agriculture, a significant proportion of the 
inhabitants of Huizhou worked in handicrafts and commerce. The merchants from the area were 
obliged to travel and by the end of the Ming Dynasty, some had corne to settle in the cities of 
central-eastern China. A nu_mber of carvers followed the same route as their wealthier fellow
countrymen. 

19 I have chosen to consider only the three schools above and the characteristics common 
to all their works, without further dividing the editions on the basis of the geographical origin. 
For the Hui school, the works were produced in Huizhou or elsewhere by engravers coming 
from Huizhou or local engravers using the Hui style, which was much in fashion during the 
first half of the seventeenth century. I have therefore not considered the Hangzhou or Suzhou 
schools to be autonomous schools, as indicated by Zheng Zhenduo llll lli if, "Zhongguo banhua 
shilüe" q, w.V ffli m � 1111!. Zheng Zhenduo yishu kaogu wenji llll lli if ii fü � i!;" X � (Beijing: 
Wenwu chubanshe, 1988), pp. 370-375. 
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Ill. 3: Nandiao Xixiang ji, Zhou Wu, Jinling guban hua, Nanjing, Jiangsu meishu chubanshe, 1993 
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A developed and mature artistic medium Iike the Chinese wood-block 
printing of the period permitted the publication of the most refined illus
trated editions with a pictorial content that was even more pronounced than 
in the theatrical and literary works, where the te�_t necessarily remained an 
extremely important element. The end of the Ming dynasty witnessed the 
publication of numerous volumes of prints depicting shanshui 11.J Jf< [land
scapes), huaniao tjJ Ji& [flower and bird compositions] and, more rarely, 
assorted objects, along with illustrated poetry anthologies with imagery rel
evant to, but not dependent on, the verse and painting manuals as well. In 
ail these editions, the illustration is carved on half or even the entire block 
and occupies both physically and conceptually an amount of space that is 
equal or superior to that of the text. The preparation of these prints required 
enormous technical skill and a marked artistic sensitivity from the engravers 
of the Hui school, who worked in close contact with the editors and the 
draftsmen, and sometimes even famous artists such as Ding Yunpeng T � � 
(1547-1628), Chen Hongshou lffi i� � (1598-1645) and Xiao Yuncong fi � ftt
(1596-1673), By this time, wood-block printing was finally being presented 
to the public and appreciated for its own worth, and no longer merely as a 
functional element necessary for the explanation of the text and the decora
tion or-the-.otl!-Fgins. 

· ·.-

The Book of Gu Bing ,8 ti13 

The Collection of Paintings [compiled] by Mr. Gu, also known as Lidai 

minggong huapu al f-1;; :g � il m [Collection of paintings by famous gen
tlemen of successive dynasties]2°, is an edition that illustrates a number of 
the characteristics mentioned above. This illustrated history of Chinese painting 
up to the Ming dynasty was originally made available in four volumes with
out division into chapters in which eàch artist was presented together with 
a representative image of his art. Biographies of artists and statements about 
their works are arranged in chronological order and not according to the 
subjects of their paintings. 

20 This second tille, in which the painters are addressed as gong �. a very Iaudatory and 
quite unusual term for them, appears for the first time in "Udai minggong huapu mulu" 
� f-t ,& � if ;lf § �. the Iist of artists'names in the facsimil� of the second edition of 

the Ming Dynasty (no copy of the aider edition has so far been available to me); see Gu Bing, 
Gushi huapu (Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 1983). 
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We know that the author, "Gu Bing ,U l:R, zi Anran f.f �. [hao Huaiquan 
ffi �] was the son of an old family of the Western Lake region, Xihu j/!j ri.fJ.21 

An orphan at an early age, his paternal grandfather22 recognized his intelli
gence, and in order to eliminate the need [for his grandson] to suffer the 
pains of the duty of mumbling [memorizing the classics by heart], he sup
plied him with examples of calligraphy and paintings by illustrious men 
conserved since ancient times that permitted Gu to pursue his inclinations 
and conduct research; he quickly followed the traces of [these] authors. He 
travelled to famous mountains, visited renowned scholars and built as a 
home a hut at the foot of Mount Wu,23 where he developed his talent day by 
day. In the yihai 8 � year [1599], he accepted a temporary position as a 
gongshi #t � [hired employee] at Wuying � � (� ) Palace,24 where his 
work was appreciated by ail his equals. He (profited from] his pauses for 
meals to continue his · research on the knowledges 'of the past. .. "25 

21 Other sources state that be came from Qiantang n �. or simply Wulin fü: t*; see Lidai
minghua dacheng ll ft e&. iG: ;k. JilG (Beijing: Shumu wenxian chubanshe, s.d.), preface to the 
1888 edition, p. I b, which .cites the Wusheng shishi ;il! V � Y;! (Shanghai: Ruiji shuju, 1910, 
juan 3, p. 29b). 

22 Or bis paternal uncle; see Wang Bomin, Zhongguo banhua shi i:p fg!j llli m � (Shanghai 
Renmin meishu chubanshe, 1961 ), p. 101. 

23 The Wushan � LlJ or Chenghuang shan !Ji i!l LlJ, a mountain south-east of the Western 
Lake in Hangzhou; see ibid. After studying painting and undertaking a series of journeys, Gu 
Bing reputedly settled in Hangzhou. 

24 The Wuying dian, or Hall of Military Glory, is a building inside Beijing's Forbidden 
City that during the Ming dynasty was used for royal service (until the Jiajing reign, 1522-
1566); it was also a place for paînters from the beginning of the dynasty and is a frequently 
mentioned palace in painters'biographies but without any statement clarifying its exact pur
pose; sec Harrie Vanderstappen, "Painters at the Early Ming Court (1368-1435) and the Prob
lcm of o Ming Painting Acndcmy", Monumtnta Strlca, XV (1956), pp.258-307, XVI (1957), 
pp.315-346, ch,t, "Vnrlous Palaces nnd Hnlls Mentloned in Connection with Painters at the 
Court", pp.276-282. The Wuying dina becamc the headquarters of the Imperia! Printing Office 
[ Wuylng dian xlushu chu] during the Qianlong reign (1736-1795); see Tsien Tsuen-Hsuin, 
Paper and printing, pp.184-185, in Joseph Needham, Science and Civilisation in China (Cam
bridge University Press, 1985), volume 5 part 1. 

25 See Lidai minghua dacheng, the preface to the 1603 edition, p. lb. Other sources state 
that the painting manual was composed using material collected at the Palace; ibid., preface to 
the 1888 edition, p. la; Wusheng shishi, 1910,juan 3, p. 29b; Hangzhoufuzhi l'fi: ffl rf.I )l; by 
Gong Jiajun n Ji Bf and Li Rong * ffi during the Qing Dynasty, the 1922 edition, juan 141, 

p.32a, Zhongguo fangzhi congshu i:p l!l 1J )i!,; Jl1 'il!' (Taibei: Chengwen chubanshe, 1974), p.
2833. 
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, The album was prepared and drawn by Gu Bing during or shortly after 
his stay at court, which appears to have been rather brief. Corrected by Xu 
Shuhui f,fi ;j'� ©], and engraved by Liu Guangxin �J J\:; ig from Jingde Mf tl 
- a good example of the emigration of engravers from Anhui mentioned 
above - the Gushi huapu was printed for the first time at Shuanggui tang 
� ti :î in Hangzhou in 1603, the thirty-first year of the Wanli reign, and 
then again in 1613 (and/or 1619).26 Other editions were the Hongwen shuju 

� ::X: � F,ij (1888) and Saoye shanfang � * LlJ � (l 924) lithographie 
printings, both printed in Shanghai. In 1926, a special edition was prepared 
in Japan by Omura Seigai -;k H î@ m for the Zuhon sôkan lffll :;$: li flJ col
lection, and in 1941, a copy owned by Zheng Zhenduo was reproduced by 
the collotype process27. 

Original copies of the work are extremely rare today. There is one exam
ple conserved in Shanghai without any outlines around the images that bears 
the signature of the engraver Wu Fengtai !R )il. g-. Two copies of the first 
edition and one of the second are conserved in the Beijing National Library 
and in the Xidi j/!j � Collection (originally the Zheng Zhenduo Collection). 
A fifth copy is in the Beijing University Library.28 In Europe, in addition to 
the example in the Naples National Library, I have had the privilege of 
examining a copy conserved at the Percival David Collection in London: 
both lack the final volume and belong apparently to the same edition.29 

Today, the Gushi huapu is primarily known through facsimile editions of 

26 Zhou Wu provides only the name of the engraver; quoting Fu Xihua, he states that a 
reprinted edition was made in 1619 by a certain Gong, and that a second, undated edition was 
prcpared by his descendants Gu Sanxi lli :=:_ ffl and Gu Sanpin lli :C:. �; Zhou Wu, Huipai 
ban/tua shi lunwen Ji i;l� � il& iG: � � m (Hefei: Anhui renmin chubanshe; 1983), p. 65. Else
where the name of Xu Shuhui is found with reference to Gong Guoyan's edition reprinted in 
1613 and the new, undated version by San xi and San pin; Gushi huapu, 1983, explanatory notes 
p. 1 and Zheng Zhenduo ed., Zhongguo gudai banhua congkan (Shanghai: Guji chubanshe, 
1988), p. 577-578; see Footnote 30 in regard to these two facsimile editions. 

27 See Gus hi huapu, 1983, explanatory notes p.! and Zheng Zhenduo ed. 1988, op.cit., 
p.577. This copy was once owned by a certain Cpen from Fujian; Wang Bomin, 1961, op.cil.,
p. 102. fffi 

. 

28 Zhou Wu appears to be unaware of this copy and explains that the edition reprinted by 
Zheng Zhenduo includes pages copied from two different copies; Zhou Wu, 1983, op.cil., p. 65. 

29 In the Naples copy, the printed page bas a surface area of 26,5-27 x 18,5-19 cm. 
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Ill. 4: Gushi Huapu, facsirnile, Beijing, Wenwu chubanshe, 1983 
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both the second original edition bearing the names of Gu Sanxi and Sanpin,30 

and of the lithographie edition dated 1924.31 � :;;. � ::: Jl� 

The copy at the Naples National Library begins with an undated preface 
by Quan Tian(xu) -.î: r-, (� ), "Huapu xu" ffl: m �,32 and the preface by 
Zhu Zhifan * � �3 dated to the year guimao � 9D in the Wanli reign 
(1603), "Gushi huapu xu" O � li if P,;. These are followed by the Chen 
Jugong � M Uf; preface dated to the year guichou � H in the Wanli reign 
(1613), "Gushi huapu xu",34 the six introductory notes to the album by Gu 
Bing himself, "Puli liuze" m ffll 1'. fllj, and the Iist of the artists presented, 
"Lidai minggong huapu mulu" � f"t � � m if§ i3'!.35 At the beginning of 

30 The facsirniles of the second edition published in 1983 and 1988 (see Footnotes 20, 26) 
have an introduction signed by the Beijing University Library that refers to an original copy 
conserved there. In a few pages of these facsirnile editions appears the starnp of the libra� 
which is a peculiarity of this copy and is absent in the Naples copy. 

31 Lidai minghua dacheng, cited in Footnote 21. The 1924 edition was a copy of the first 
lithographie edition and therefore includes the preface written in I 898, the year wuzi r.li; T of 
the Guangxu reign (1875-1908), "Lidai rninghua dacheng xu", which states that the original 
book, in six volumes, was in the collection qf ,the Feng � f�ffi.i,!}'. ff Cixi � Il}, Zhejiang. 

32 This person is either Quan Tian, [zi) ::fu�&�hou, [hao] i'¼�a'i\Tushi, in the opinion of 
Wang Bornin, 1961, op.cit., p. 102, or Yu Xuanzhou ,t; 1i_ iJII, iJ the opinion of Guo Weiqu 
J� 11ft ji, Zhongguo banhua shilüe i:p Ill If& li 5t! 1113 (Beijing: Zi1aohua rneishu chubanshe), 
I 962, p. 97. This person, who provides his signature as Imperia! Art Control Officer [Shengzhu 
beizhi yishi jianzhe � :1: mi tlt ii $ ;!I! :\!t) and was to be nearing the end of a period of 
discharge when Gu Bing carne to present hirn with the rnanual, could also be Quan Tianxu, 
a Vice-Minister [shilang � flll) conternporary of Huang Ruliang Ji & Ill. (jinshi iffi ± in the 
fourteenth year of the Wanli reign); Mingshi, juan 224 and 236 (Beijing, Zhonghua shuju, 
1974), vol. 19, p. 5908 and vol. 20, p. 6151. The preface by Quan Tian(xu) printed on si,c and 
a half leaves is missing the first page in the Naples copy. 

33 Cornplete preface cornprising two and a half !caves. Zhu Zhifan (circa 1536-1613), 
governrnent functionary and painter, originally frorn Chiping tf .lj1. in Shandong but generally 
recognized as an inhabitant of Jinling ;i't �. was active between the end of the sixteenth and 
the beginning of the seventeenth centuries; Mingren zhuanji ziliao suoyin i!)3 A ffl lt! j: M � si
(Taiwan: Guoli zhongyang tushuguan, 1965), p. 123. 

34 Chen Jugong � )i!i 'IJ[; frorn Shanggu J: �; the two pages preface, that is not reproduced 
in any facsirnile edition, praises the book and Gu Bing by quoting frorn the Zhuangzi (chapter 
21 "Tian Zifang" œ T 1.f) an expression that qualifies a real painter, undressed and seated 
with his legs outspread, naked at the moment of creation Uieyi panbo luo lfl :& !1,1! rial ;;:J; see 
Burton Watson, The Complete Works of Chuang T;:,u (New York and London: Columbia 
University Press, 1968), p. 228; Susan Bush and Hsiao-yen Shih, Early Chinese Texts on
Painting (Cambridge and London: Harvard University Press, 1985), p.42. 

35 The "Puli liuze" is a Ieaf and a half long, while the "Mulu" covers three Ieaves. The list 
of the artists presented in an appendix to this article includes 108 narnes organized in four 
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this list, we read that the work was compiled [zuan !;] by Gu Bing [zi] 
Anran from Wulin, corrected an� Uiaokan t3Z fU] by Sanxi and 
Sanpin, and then organized in sections [bianci !!i .:}d by Gong (Guoyan) p 
(WJ gg).36 Like the copy in London, the Naples copy .,-belongs to an edition 
published no earlier than 1613 and prepared in Hangzhou when Gu Bing's 
original material was revised and presented once again to the public, prob
àbly for the third time in twenty years or little more. 

The Naples copy is comprised of three volumes that are almost com
plete.37 Half of each block is covered by illustrations; the other half is filled 
with biographical notes and comments [tiba lffl �] on each artist written out 
in various calligraphie styles. These texts are modified or directly copied 
from another history of Chinese painting written at the end of the Yuan 
dynasty by Xia Wenyan 1: >( gg, the Tuhui baojian lffll Vii W îfi.38 The sig
natures of the poets, painters, officiais and monks at the end of these in-

volumes. In most cases, it is written that the Gushi huapu has 106 illustrations, but in the 
appendix at the end of the article 108 names are given because this is the number of the prints 
included in the facsimile version.of the Beijing copy, the most complete document available to 
me (this facsimile, in conformity with tradition, does not include the last two names in the 
initial list, thereby leading to the supposition that the two final woodcuts were added only as 
the new edition was going to press). The artists'list of the copies in London and Naples incudes 
107 names (the last one is that of a certain Lu Congguang lf3 lîé /l'); in the Naples copy more 
than half of the names are completed by the zi and/or the hao (see also Footnote 73). 

36 This final statement is missing from the facsimile of the Beijing copy, which seems to 
be based on a different edition, probably older than the Naples copy. The blocks of the first 
two prefaces in the Naples copy seem to be the same as in the Chinese copy reproduced in the 
facsimile, but they are more worn and the printing is rather light. For the illustrations, where 
the printing is very dark and the black and white contras! quite strong, the blocks seem to be 
newer (re-engraved?). In the Naples copy the expression jiaokan � flj, with the first character 
that seems to be a variation of jiao � (for jiao fll:, taboo character of the emperor XiZ.<:!-I)G· 
persona! name Zhu Youjiao $fë EH fil:), can induce to date the edition at the Tianqi reigr. (l6'.l1-
1627) or later. -(-:; é-

37 Note also that in volume 2, the pages on tfertfci-ng (reign 1023-1063), Gu Deqian .fi ti â1f!
(tenth century) and the text about Chen Juzhong � )lii i:p (early thirteenth century) are missing,
while the pages on Xia Gui :il fi and Ma Yuan ,\!j m (twelfth-thirteenth centuries) have been 
inverted: in ail seventy-eight illustrations and seventy-seven texts are still conserved in the 
Naples copy. 

38 ln the penultimate of bis introductory notes, Gu Bing states that a part of the comments 
faithfully copies the text of the "Precious Mirror" [zhilu Baojian benwen .ili: � 'li!' im :;$: )Z] 
The Tuhui baojian if 1li R im [Precious mirror for examining painting] was written at the end 
of the Yuan dynasty by Xia Wenyan in five juan; one juan was added subsequently to include 
the Ming painters up to the beginning of the sixteenth century. 
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scriptions testify both to the extent of the group effort involved in the pub
lication of the work39 and to the importance of the contacts Gu Bing main
tained, which were essential to someone who, as we read in the preface by 
Zhu Zhifan, had not been required to undergo the painstaking "duty of 
mumbling" [tiebi zhi ye 05 UQl ;z �], that is the compulsory study for Iearn
ing the classics by heart. We may therefore infer that Gu Bing had not 
received a traditional education; he had reached the court as a hired em
ployee and defined himself as a "poor literary man from Jiangnan" [Jiangnan 
pin shi Œ jij ;t: ±].40 ln the words of Quan Tian(xu), Gu Bing was de
scribed as a man ..... forgetful of care, foolish and emaciated", an eccentric 
[qi �] in art and life, and ready to give away ail bis money as if he were 
a Buddhist monk rather than an artist living on thP. proceens from the sale 
of Iast night's painting. Alt�ough the preface· 1s Joucbëd in a commendatory 
tone, Gu Bing appears as little more than a tradesman of painting, a so
called artisan painter [huagong ffl: I or huashi ffl ftiff]41 , who spent only a 
Iimited amount of time at court. The famous names42, true or false as they 
may have been, therefore served to provide his edition with greater creden
tials in order to reach a wider public. This purpose is also evidenced by the 
editors in Shanghai in the nineteenth century, who in their frontispiece to 
the lithographie edition cite the inscriptions of two-hundred famous figures 
but do not even mention Gu Bing's name.43 

The selection of the paintings copied as examples. of the works of the 
single artists presents no surprises as regards the tradition and artistic taste 

39 See Wang Bomin, 1961, op.cil., p. 102; .the specialist lists some of the illustrious per
sonalities who signed the comments. Ail these names, sometimes accompanied by their city of 
origin, are provided below the list of painters in the lithographie edition, "Lidai minghua 
dacheng xingshi mulu". 

•0 Gu Bing, Gushi huapu, "Puli liuze", Note 6. 
41 The artisan-painters represented the lowest category of painters after the scholar-official

amateur painters and the educated professional artists (educated men who had failed the exami
nations or who had no place in the administration or who had settled into the status of profes
sional painter); see James Cahill, The Painter's Practice: How Artists lived and Worked in
Traditional China (New York: Columbia University Press, 1993), p. 123. 

42 Checking the first ten signatures, a number of jinshi are revealed (including which Gu 
Qiyuan tt Ml n;, Wen Tiren iffi! R t. Mi Wanzhong * lit il, Chen Zhilong � 2. Ill) and the 
name of a compiler, Tao Wanling l!alJ � � ... etc., ail of whom were Gu Bing's contemporaries. 

43 See the facsimile's frontispiece page, where the modification of the title to Lidai minghua 
dacheng eliminates ail reference to the author. 
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Ill. 5: Gushi Huapu, facsimile, Beijing, Wenwu chubanshe, 1983 
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of the time.44 Nearly two-fifths of the entire illustrations in the album are 
landscapes done in the style of the great masters (Landscape by Mi Fu 
(1051-1107), ill. 4], particularly as far as the Song and Yuan dynasties are 
concerned. Landscape, originally a subject of only minor significance in 
wood-block printing, acquires greater importance from this moment on, here, 
thanks to Gu Bing, making its first appearance in. an illustrated painting 
manual prepared for printing. The second most recurrc1H subject is the "flower 
and bird" composition, which was alrcady comm.on to cditions of thls kind. 
Around fifteen expositions of this theme are included, more than half pro
vided as examples of the work of Ming dynasty artists, and one.ascribed to 
Zhou Zhimian (sixteenth-seventeenth century) [ill. 5], known as the young 
Gu Bing's teacher.45 The compositions of flowers and symbolic plants (bam
boo, pine, plum blossom, etc.), insects, and domestic and mythological ani
mais are fewer in number. Human figures are depicted in approximately ten 
woodcuts with a religious theme, in numerous landscapes where scholars 
and servants, travellers and bearers, fishermen and boatman appear, and in 

the roughly twenty figurative works including the famous Doucha tu r'J * lffll 

[Tea competition, ill. 6] by Yan Liben rm û. ;;$: (?-673). This illustration, 
whose subject can also be seen in an extremely similar painting that still 
exists today ascribed to Qian Xuan � � (circa 1239-1299)46 demonstrates 
that the images reproduced by Gu Bing must have been at least partially 
available to him at the time either in original, copy, or other form. Although 
it may appear hard to believe Gu Bing capable of copying "everything that 
had been passed down from the Jin (265-420) and Song dynasties"47

, his 

44 Wang Bomin, 1961, ibid., p. 103. Of course, specialists in art history could reveal more 
in this regard . 

"Minghua lu l!ij il' �. juan 6, Chengji congshu li!G Il & C (Shanghai: Commercial Press, 
1936), p. 65; Huashi huiyao � §t a �. juan 4, Siku quanshu, p. 65b; Wusheng shishi, juan 
3, 1910, pp. 28b-29b: they do.not say that Zhou was Gu Bing's teacher. At any rate Wang 
Bomin, 1961, op.cil., p. 101, and Guo Weiqu, 1962, op.cit., p. 97, both say so, probably on the 
basis of texts that I have not yet been able to consul!. 

46 Pincha tu {i, * Ill [Appreciating tea], a painting conserved at the Osaka Museum of Art; 
see Suzuki Kei � * �. Chûgoku kaigo sôgô zuroku r:p Ill fi il' � � Ill SIi [Comprehensive
illustrated catalog of chinese paintings], (Tôkyô: Tôkyô Daigaku Shuppankai, 1982-1983), vol. 
III, pp. 110, 378, JM 3-033. 

47 See Lidai minghua dacheng, preface to the 1888 edition, p. la; or " ... Jin and Tang (618-
907) dynasties": see Wusheng shishi,juan 3, p. 29b; Hangzhoufuzhi, 1922 edition,juan 147, 
f.32a, p. 2833. 
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efforts in this regard appear to have been sincere�and may also have been 
enabled by his access to both palace and private collections. Both Quan 
Tian(xu) and Gu Bing insist on the difficulty of procuring originals and on 
the visits of Gu Bing with this objective in mind to the learned and accom
plished men ail over the Empire48

, a few of whom were perhaps among those 
who added their inscriptions at the-oo4...of the work. In the opinion of Zheng 
Zhenduo, even if not ail the original paintings are known, the styles of the 
painters of the past can be recognized in the prints because the reproduction 
and engraving work was sufficiently accurate to conserve the spirit of the 
originals and the various pictorial styles of each period.49 

The Xixiang tu i$\:; � Ill [Bath of the elephant] by Li Gonglin :$ � G 
(1049-1106) is one of the most frequently reproduced images of the Gushi 

huapu [ill.7], and at the end of the Ming dynasty was already known to a 
wider public than the habituai readers of painting manuals. A traditionally 
popular subject in paintings50

, the Bath of the Elephant had already been 
reproduced at the end of the sixteenth century in various ink-cake designs 
albums51

• This woodcut is also interesting because the animal' s body is 
traced in white marks on a black background and carved deeply into a part 
of the unworked printing block - a rather rare example for the time of the 
use of this carving technique with evident pictorial objectives. In addition to 
rendering the roughness of the elephant's skin remarkably well, the dark 
forms catch the reader's eye, in the same way as the black body of the horse 
in the woodcut by Han Gan � ft (? - 780). The distribution of the text and 
image over the entire block used for the drawing of daffodils by Zhao Mengjian 
MJ ;ï;;: � ( l  199-1264/7) and the Iandscape by Ni Zan ,m li (1301/6 - 1374) 
also serves to avoid the monotony of a uniform and repetitious succession 
of separate images and texts. 

48 See Gushi huapu, 1983 facsimile edition, "Huapu xu", pp. 4b-5a, and "Puli liuze", note no.4. 
49 See Zheng Zhenduo, 1988, op.cit., p. 375. 
50 To cite just one of the paintings of this subject that still exists, see Ksitig�rbha and

Attendants Washing a White Elephant, an anonymous painting on silk in the collecuon of the 
Fogg Art Museum, Harvard University; Suzuki Kei, 1982-1983, op.cit. vol. I, pp. 54, 435, A 
10-009. 

51 Chengshi moyuan � fE il §fr. 1595, juan 6 xia, p.16b and Fangshi mopu 15 fE � m 
[Collection of inks of Mr. Fang], 1588, juan 5, p. 21 b; see facsimile editions (Beijing: Zhongguo 
shudian, 1990 and 1991). 
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The oldest edition of an illustrated history of art 

When the Italian artists of the sixteenth century turned their attention 
from the natural world and antiquity in order to consider the work of the 
Masters, art itself became a mode! and source of inspiration, and the West
ern-study of the history of art began.52 ln 1550, Giorgio Vasari (1511-1574) 
published Le vite ... de più eccelenti architetti, pittori e scultori italiani ... 

[The lives of the most eminent Halian architects, painters and sculptors] and 
in the second edition (1568) added the lives of a number of contemporaries 
and portraits of the artists. More than one hundred years were to pass before 
Joachim Sandrart (1606-1688) illustraled his Teutsche Akademze (first edi
tion in 1675) not only with portraits but also with prints reproducing ancient 
works of art, thereby combining in one book prints that had previously 
appeared only separately, thus partially shifting the reader's attention from 
the artists to the works of art.53 The European practice of art history, unlike 
that (much more ancient) of China, reflected national divisions; more over, 
sculpture and architecture were considered together with paintings and were 
even provided with illustrations prior to painting (the Teutsche Akademie 

dated 1675 provides copies of monuments, antiques, figures in bas-relief 
and medallions with the faces of the painters, but not actual paintings as 
yet). Ali of this is obviously reflected in the conception, preparation, ap
pearance and physical characteristics of the art books. In addition, books of, 
or about, art, just as ail illustrated works, were facilitated in China by the 
use of the xylography technique which naturally enables the simultaneous 
reproduction of both text and image. In contrast, the tendency that emerged 
in the sixteenth century in the West to use deeply-etched metal plates, which 
could not easily accomodate type, made the printing of ail illustrated works 
with texts more complicated and expensive. 

Without making an unreasonable comparison between Western and Chi
nese art history, between an history of Chinese painting and an ail-inclusive 

" Germain Bazin, op.cit., 1986, p. 33. ln China, writings about paintings have a very old 
history: "( ... ] criticism of individual artists and their work is first know to have appeared in [ .. _.)
(Gu)hua pin(lu) [Classification of painters] by Xie He (active ca.500-535) and the [ ... ] Xu huapm 
&J il � [Continuation of the dassification of the painters] by Yao Zui (535-602)"; see Bush and 
Shih, 1985, op.cit., p.23. Around 847, Zhang Yanyuan produced the Lidai minghua ji [Record of 
farhous painters of ail the dynasties] including essays and biographies of painters arranged by 

their respective dynasties. Ali these works are known in Ming editions; ibid., p. 45. 

53 G.Bazin, 1986, op.cil., p.63.
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Ill. 6: Gushi Huapu, facsimile, Beijing, Wenwu chubanshe, 1983 
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treatise on European art, and between the light volumes of Hangzhou and 
the imposing tomes printed in Germany, similarities may be noted in the 
editorial effort required by two painters at a distance of Jess than one cen
tury from one another, who were both committed to presenting and repro
ducing the work of other artists while trying to meet the visual demands of 
their readers. The different approaches to copying and to the portraiture in 
the pictorial cultures of Europe and China54 may have lead to a wider uae 
of portraits in the earliest histories of European art on the one hand, and 
stimulated the preparation of Gu Bing's illustrated work on the other. How
ever, this is no reason to consider the editorial work of the painter from 
Hangzhou in lesser light. After ail, he was the one who first thought of 
reproducing paintings when he could have just as well limited bis work to 
the publication of biographies of the artists illustrated by portraits where 
required55

; equally, he could have arranged the materials according to the 
subjects and not in chronological order. 

In China, the category of huapu (translated as a painting album, manual, 
collection or treatise) can be used to group works of extremely different 
nature, even if at glance these volumes that combine different images with 
calligraphie styles may initially appear to be alike, 

The Meihua xishen pu m � § i!lf ;tf, already mentioned at the begin
ning of this article [ill.2] is the oldest huapu conceived for purposes of 

• 
54 It would be useless to insist on the "practice of copying as means of preserving past styles 

and imparting artistic techniques", one of the fondamental principles of Chinese painting formu
lated in the Liu/a 1'; li; [Six laws] by Xie He W M (ca. 550-535?); see Bush and Shih, 1985, 
op.cil., p. J J. In regard to the art of portrait painting, if it was promoted by "a relatively greater 
emphasis on the values of individualism and autonomous self in Western cultures in comparison 
to the Chinese," in China this "was already a diverse and socially important practice in the Han 
period"; portrait painting had always been practiced by the Chinese, even if its development was 
transformed as early as the Song dynasty by an "antithetical mode of portraiture [ ... ] associated 
with the scholar-amateur school of painting, [ ... ]a symbolic and abstract portraiture of personality 
through images of plants"; Richard Vinograd, Boundaries of the Self. Chinese Portraits 1600-
1900 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), pp. !, 20-23. 

'' Gu Bing published his huapu in 1603, at the beginning of a century that witnessed the 
"resurgence of the prestige of portraiture after many centuries of critical neglect"; ibid., p. 20. 
In the printed production, portraits had accompanied the collections of historical and pseudo
historical biographies for a long time, and were especially numerous by the end of the Ming 
dynasty - it is sufficient to recall those included in the illustrated Sancai tuhui .=: � if '& 
enèyclopedia [Assembled pictures of the three realms] published in 1609 - and they became one 
of the most frequently seen subjects in Qing dynasty prints. 
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engraving and wood-block printing. This work did not involve the publica
tion of a pre-existing manuscript or a painting textbook - as was the case,
for example, for the Zhupu tt m [Treatise on bamboo l by Li Kan :$ !fi
(1245-1320).56 As stated by the author in the introduction, this is an anthol
ogy of one hundred illustrations and poems dedicated to the flowering plum,

, ,- a work prepared "for Jeisure" [xian shiye r,.,i � �] thanks to an "amateur's
: ? skilled labour" [xian gongfu M I �].57 Three hundred more years passed

before the publication of the first true painting manuals, the Gao Song huapu

� fi: il m [Albums of Gao Song] (1550-1554), in which the painter Gao
Song= fi.\ (sixteenth century) explained how to paint chrysanthemums, birds,

�G f' bamboo, plum flowers and orchids ( original copies of only the 1rst two
albums exist today).58 These were followed by the publication of huapu of
every sort, dedicated to a single topic59 or various themes, such as· the Yimen

guangdu Huasou � r, f1i Ill il if [Collection of paintings in the Wide register
of the secluded door] (1589), the Tuhui wngyi il 1! ;lR ;fi [Ancestral vesse)
of painting] (Wanli reign), the Jiya zhai huapu � $Ê � if m [Albums of
paintings of Jiya studio] (Tianqi reign, 162I-1627l and the Shizhu zhai sh�hua

pu+ it � ii il m (1627).60 Lastly, between� and 1702, were pnnted
the first three sections of the Jiezi yuan huazhuan 11- r Ill il � [Manual of
painting from the Mustard Seed GardenL a collective enterprise e�posing
methods of landscape representation, professional secrets of matenals and
concepts of art history, which also included examples of contemporary works.�1 

AU these editions may be numbered among the huapu, a term that by th1s
time came to indicate both an album of prints and a painting manual. The
subjects depicted might be 'deconstructed' in order to better reveal their

' constituent parts, and illustrations were often accompanied by practical com
ments for the execution of the copy or explanatory notes on the style. The
didactic element predominates over the documentary and the author's char
acter or social origin are often recognizable.

56 Wang Bomin, 1961, op.cit., p. 40

s1 Song Boren * {B t:, Songke Meihua xishen pu * �J W tit � îtf! � (Beijing: Wenwu

chubanshe, 1982). 

58 Guo Weiqu �� � �. 1962, op.cil., p. 97. 

s• For example, the Wang Yuqing meishi Œ J.;li; W W 51:. (1588), the Xiangxue linji ffi: � je,!- �

(1607) and the Liu Xuehu meipu �J �MW* (Wanli reign) on the plum flo":er; see_ Zhou_Wu 

� g_,. Zhongguo banhua shi rulu q, � Kli il 51:. � � (Shanghai: Shanghai renmm me1shu 

chubanshe 1988), vol.l , pp. 360, 372, 380.
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In order to understand better the nature of the Gushi huapu, reference 
must be made to Gu Bing's notes to the edition, "Puli Iiuze", which clearly 
state _that he has no intention of teaching theory. Refusing to formulate 
judgements on the aesthetic values and categorizations of the pictorial works, 
he dares to propose what might be referred to as a 'visual method' for the 
appreciation of painting, formulated as "the eyes are sufficient in them
selves to observe the ancient and value the present" [yan nai zu jiangu yijin 
UN J1J lE � i5' fi�]. He explains that like hisOW-Q teacher Deng Gongshou, 
he does not base his assessments on criticism and praise,62 and claims to
have often followed the Tuhui baojian Ill Mt 1f Œ text in his editing. In a 
period in which compilations appear to have been in fashion, Gu Bing made 
sketches of famous paintings and, inspired by another illustrated volume, 
the Xuanhe Bogu tu '§' l□ ft tï il [lllustrated catalog of antiquities of the
Xuanhe reign-period ( l  l 19-l 125)]63Jhe prepared a number of reduced scale, 
sometimes simplified but, we are told, always generally faithful .versions of
original paintings. For a number of these ancient paintings from the Jin, 
Tang and Song dynasties, Gu Bing had to search extensively through private

60 Ibid., vol. 1, pp. 360-4, 371-373, 380-391. 
61 Jonathan Hay, op.cit .. The Jiezi yuan huazhuan, lacking in biographical texts but more 

rich in illustrations than the Gushi huapu, is probably the most similar of these illustrated 
books to Gu Bing's huapu in the planning of the sections assembling images by contemporary 
masters. 

62 Gu Bing seems to contradict himself here. Deng Chun JIil tf, (zi Gongshou � !j:), during
the Southern Song dynasty wrote the Huaji il 1111 ["Painting" continned] -a book about painting
from 1075 to 1167- in an ideal continuation of the Lidai minghua ji -� f-1: :g il�� of the ninth
century and the Tuhua jianwen zhi Il il: ,!! Ill! ;il;; [An account of my experiences in painting]
by Guo Ruoxu (active during the second half of the eleventh century); at the end of the preface 
to the 1167 edition, Deng Chun resumes Guo's text and indicates the existence of two catego
ries of painters: the "high official" [xuanmian � ji] and the "retired scholar" [yanxue ft �). 
These expressions, which provide an initial distinction of painters by social status, are cited by 
Gu Bing together with the grouping of paintings as either "inspired" [shen îtf!), "untrammeled"
[yi !!), "competent" [neng flll),"refined" [ya Ji], at the beginning of his explanatory note in
which he proposes his "visual method" as an alternative to these renowned theories; see Deng
Chun, Huaji,Zhongguo meishu lunzhu congshu <p � � ffi � � § Il (Beijing: Renmin meishu 
chubanshe, 1983, first ed. 1963), p. 2; Bush and Shih, 1985, op.cit., pp. 15-16, 102, 131. 

63 The Xuanhe Bogu tu 'if.. f[! � t; 1if by Wang Fu .:Eli (1079-1126) is a collection of texts
and illustrations on the bronze vessels and other antiquities in the imperial collection at the 
outset of the twelfth century which was published numerous times during the Song dynasty, 
once during the Zhida reign (1308-1311) in the Yuan dynasty, and many times again from 1588 
onwards. 
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collections. Many people participated in the preparation of the texts, either
copying the [Tuhui] baojian or personally developing the comments, as their
persona! contribution to this compilation by the self-avowed "poor scholar
from Jiangnan", now in his later years, who had attempted to present all the 

works of the great masters in a single album that could eventually be used
as a book of models, fenben lB ::,ts:.64 

The explanations provided by Gu Bing can be supplemented by the words
of Quan Tian(xu) at the beginning of his preface, in which he presents the 

Gushi huapu as a response to the needs of those involved in painting. Al
though painting was developed later than the other arts, paintings are pa_ssed
down through the generations with greater difficulty than bronzes or O�Je_cts 

in stone or metal. Collection of antiquities [and paintings] was flounshmg
since the Xuanhe period of the Song dynasty, but only the mention of names 

remains from the Qin (-221-206) and Han (-206 to +220) dynasties, and a 

few of paintings in the Gu Kaizhi (345-406 or 348-409) or Lu Tanv.:ei
� � ;tt (? _ 485) style for the following centuries. A great deal of matenal
has been lost through historical upheaval, also due to the perishable nature 

of the paper and silk painting support surfaces. A few ori�ss �y
Tang painters have been passed down to the Ming dynasty and �still
some calligraphies from the Qin and Han periods (copied, engrave or re
produced by rubbing, ta ffl). Forgeries, which did not exist in an�ient times 

were developed recently, which has led to the need for the establishment of
models, for which reason Gu Bing compiled his album of paintings65 repro
duced by most efficient system then available, carving into wood blocks and
then printing with ink. 

Although the author never intended the Gushi huapu to be a systematic 
exposition of painting technique, e_ven if its use as a book of models for 
painting was not excluded, Quan Tian(xu) was _the on� wh? referred to 
painters and their need for high-quality reproductions. It 1s e:1dent that the 

edition follows the same rules as the painted albums that prov1ded reproduc
tions of famous works on a smaller scale: the opinion of Kohara Hironobu 
on the Xiaozhong xianda ,j, q:r m -jç [The great revealed in the _small] as "a 

reliable source for the study of old paintings" because "the art1st who pro-

64 See Gu Bing, Gushi huapu, "Puli liuze", notes 1-6. 
65 Quan Tian(xu), "Huapu xu", pp. l a-3b, Gushi huapu.
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duced these copies suppressed the individuality of his own and àchieved an 
authentic representation", thereby preserving the diversity of a variety of 
ancient styles66

, might equally well be applied to the Gushi huapu. The painted album and the printed album both target to an audience composed 
of professionals painters and lovers of painting, who could commission 
collections in miniature for their own pleasure or need, if they lacked the 
means to acquire larger copies or, a fortiori, originals, 67 On the other hand, the audience, while similar, was presumably not entirely the same, glven 
that the repeated reprinted editions of the Gushi huapu lead one to think of 
a relatively economical product addressed to a relatively wide local reader- 
ship.� 

Returning to a consideration of the edition as such, it is interesting to 
observe that Gu Bing indicates a renowned illustrated book as his mode! 
and not an album of paintings. Given that he chose a printed model for hi� 
huapu, it is of little importance that the subjects of Xuanhe Bogu tu are 
bronze antiquities and not paintings.69 The reduction of the illustrations in 
size and their efficient reproduction together with the text appear to be his 
fundamental concerns. In order to succeed in this editorial venture, Gu Bing 
supervised the work of the carvers in person while living in poverty and 
paying his carvers with donations that may even have been obtained from 
imperial sources [shangsuo ci _t Pli �].70 Despite this contribution, the Gushi

66 This album, compiled by an anonymous painter but rich in inscriptions by Dong Qichang 
\1555-1636) from th_e 1598-1627 period, together with another album of the same type prepared
m 1663 by Wang J1an (1598-1677) regarding the collection of Wang Shimin (1598-1680) is 

, �re�en_ied by Ko�ara Hironobu ,"Tung Ch'i-ch'ang's Connoisseurship in T'ang and Sung Paint
mg , m Ho Wa1-kam ed., The Century of Tung Ch'i-ch'ang, 1555-1636 (Kansas City: The 
Trustees of the Nelson Gallery Foundation, 1992), vol. 1, pp. 95-99. 

67 Zheng Zhenduo justifiably raises. the question as to how many medium-level scholars 
might have had better opportunities to observe so many ancien! paintings; see Zheng Zhenduo, 
1988, op.cil., p. 375. 

68 Insisting on the relativity of such definition, I would like to draw attention to the rather 
exclusive nature of the luxurious editions; in my opinion, a good copy of a first illustrated 
edition of a famous publisher could not have been more economical than an album released by 
an ordinary huagong if I of little repute.

69 This reference to a book on antiquities formulated by Gu Bing himself makes the com
parison of the Chinese edition to the Teutsche Akademie, proposed at the beginning of this 
section, perhaps more comprehensible. 

• 70 Quan Tian(xu), preface, p. Sa. This donations, canqian K jl, were probably made to Gu
�mg when be was employed at the court and used by himself to pay the engravers. Nothing
m the book seems to show a direct participation of the Imperia! Palace in the editorial effort.
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